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COVID Myths

Claim #1 :

65 major studies in 19 countries on natural immunity 
prompted Lancet study researchers to conclude that natural 
immunity was at least as effective as the primary COVID 
vaccine series. chart

A highly respected Oxford research team found that masks 
had no significant impact on COVID transmission. Yet, CDC 
Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky downplayed their review, 
arguing that it was flawed because it focused on randomized 
controlled studies (which, in actuality, are the gold standard 
for medical evidence).

The CDC ignored the European experience of keeping 
schools open, most without mask mandates. 
Transmission rates were no different, evidenced by 
studies conducted in Spain and Sweden.

10 Unfounded Claims 

Natural Immunity Offers Little Protection Compared to Vaccinated Immunity

Claim #2 : Masks Prevent COVID Transmission

Claim #3 : School Closures Reduce COVID Transmission

Claim #4 : Myocarditis From The Vaccine is Less Common Than From The Infection

Public health officials downplayed concerns and discredited  
whistleblowers warning of vaccine-induced myocarditis. Well-
designed studies proved that myocarditis is 6 to 28 times 
more common after the COVID vaccine than after the infection 
among 16-24-year-old males.

Claim #5 :

Boosters reduced hospitalizations in older Americans, but 
there was no evidence theyreduced COVID deaths in young, 
healthy people. The CDC only published its data on 
hospitalization rates among boosted Americans over 50, but 
not for those under 50.

Young People Benefit From A Vaccine Booster

Claim #6 : Vaccine Mandates Increased Vaccination Rates

Recent data proves vaccine mandates in nine major US cities 
had no impact on vaccination rates. They also had no impact 
on COVID transmission rates; yet, the mandates persist to this 
day, costing unvaccinated workers, nurses, soldiers, and 
others their jobs, regardless of their risk or natural immunity.

Claim #7 :

Google admitted to suppressing searches of “lab leak” 
during the pandemic. Dr. Francis Collins, head of the NIH, 
denies that the virus came from a lab; yet, overwhelming 
evidence points to a lab leak origin.

The Wuhan Lab Theory is A Conspiracy Theory

Claim #8 : Get The Second Vaccine Dose Three Or Four Weeks After the First Dose

Data was cleared just weeks after the rollout, in the spring of 
2021, that spacing the vaccine out by three months reduces 
complication rates and increases immunity.

Claim #9 :

The bivalent vaccine was approved using data from eight 
mice. To date, there has never been a randomized controlled 
trial of the bivalent vaccine.

Data On The Bivalent Vaccine is ʻCrystal Clearʼ

Claim #10 : 1 in 5 People Get Long COVID

The normal weakness and fatigue, 
which can last for weeks after being 
sick and inactive and not eating well, 
may have been included in the CDCʼs 
number, while the UK study revealed 
that such a claim was unfounded.
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Food For Thought:

Public health officials were not wrong for making recommendations based on the 
data that was available at any particular time. The real problems arose as they 
clung to their recommendations for so long after the data proved them wrong.

20% Long COVID 
Claims by CDC 3% Confirmed Long 

COVID Patients
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